1. Agenda item: Corrections of the 05/24/10 SSC meeting notes

2. Agenda item: Possible participation in a Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium

3. Agenda item: DWS grant for starting a longitudinal data base with WDE (data quality initiative)

4. Agenda item: Update on the first meeting of the joint IR Committee / SSC/AAC workgroup on possible changes to the Core Indicators and WCCC plan implementation.

5. Agenda item: Review of the first SEA 52 implementation Consensus Group session June 6\textsuperscript{th} - 8\textsuperscript{th}.

6. Agenda item: Maxient software acquisition and implementation and possible start-up investment by the Commission

7. Agenda item: Possible dates for a telephone conference to discuss Wyoming CCs and UW participation in a CAEL pilot certification of prior learning

8. Agenda item: Additional items
   - Course completion definition –
   - Saying GOODBYE to Dana Young –

9. Rumor clarification - None